Enhanced adhesion with pedestal-shaped elastomeric stamps for transfer printing
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Microscale elastomeric relief structures with “pedestal” shapes provide enhanced operation in stamps designed for deterministic materials assembly via transfer printing. Experimental measurements of adhesion and finite element analysis both show that for certain geometries, exceptionally large enhancements in adhesion strength (over 15) can be achieved. Transfer printing of microscale platelets of silicon and ultrathin gallium nitride light emitting diodes onto a silicon substrate without adhesive coatings demonstrates some capabilities in assembly that result from this type of stamp, of interest in diverse applications, including those that involve heterogeneous materials integration. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.

Transfer printing represents a heterogeneous materials assembly and integration strategy, with important applications in classes of electronic and optoelectronic devices that combine rigid inorganic and deformable organic materials.1–10 The process involves the use of a soft stamp to transfer solid micro/nanostructured materials (i.e., “inks”) from a substrate where they are generated or grown to a different substrate for device integration. In the most versatile form of this procedure, the rate dependent nature of the mechanics of the elastomer used for the stamp allows control of adhesion between it and a structure of interest (i.e., a solid “ink”), where increasing the retraction velocity increases the adhesion.11 Several other modalities of transfer printing can improve the ability to modulate the adhesion, through the use of microstructured stamps,12 pressure-controlled contact areas,13 shear-induced loading techniques,14 angled relief structures,15 and laser-assisted thermal transfer.16 In each case, the goals include strong adhesion when the stamp retrieves an ink from a donor substrate (termed the “adhesion-on” state) and weak adhesion when it releases (i.e., prints) the ink onto a target substrate (termed the “adhesion-off” state). Rectangular posts with flat contacting surfaces represent the most common geometries of relief on a stamp to affect selective retrieval and printing. Although this structure can offer efficient operation for many materials and applications, improved strength of adhesion in the adhesion-on state is often a necessity for advanced printing protocols or for expanded breadth of “printable” materials. None of the previously explored approaches increases the adhesion on-state; modulation is improved, instead, by decreasing the adhesion off-state. One way to enhance adhesion involves modification of the basic rectangular relief geometry (i.e., flat punch) to one that has the shape of a pedestal, using concepts related to those of fibrillar dry adhesives that adopt the spatula form of gecko foot-hairs.17–24 Here, we present a design of this general type for enhanced adhesion strength in stamps for transfer printing. Measured contact forces show enhancements of more than 15× with optimized designs, as guided and validated by quantitative modeling of the mechanics.

Figure 1(a) schematically illustrates steps for transfer printing with a pedestal stamp. The advantage of the pedestal design is that it offers enhanced adhesion to the ink, by comparison to a flat punch with similar contact area. As
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the procedure for transfer printing with a pedestal stamp. SEM images of a stamp with a 50 μm wide post (b) and a 40 μm wide post (c). The latter case has a 100 × 100 μm, 10 μm thick silicon platelet on its surface.
investigated theoretically elsewhere, when subjected to uniform vertical loads, delamination for a flat punch occurs due to cracks that initiate at the external perimeter and propagate toward the center. For a pedestal, crack formation is completely inhibited at the edge and instead initiates at the inner region, usually co-located with the center of the supporting post. For sufficiently clean surfaces, enhanced adhesion is therefore anticipated with a pedestal design due to retarded crack formation and delamination. To explore this system experimentally for transfer printing, we designed and fabricated pedestal features with four different geometries, and characterized their adhesion strength to a flat surface.

The fabrication involved bonding two separate pieces: a thin square pad and a narrow rectangular post on a backing layer, all of which are made of the elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning Sylgard 184, 5:1 monomer:curing agent). The bulk of the stamp, comprising the post and backing layer, was formed by molding PDMS against a suitable template structure fabricated by photolithographically patterning a layer of epoxy (SU8 50, Micro-Chem) on a silicon wafer. For the pedestal pads, an additional template with square trenches (100 μm × 100 μm, 15 μm thick) was created in a similar manner. Here, the PDMS precursor was poured on the template, and the excess scraped away using a razor blade (“doctor blading”) to eliminate material everywhere outside of the recessed square regions. The PDMS precursor in the recessed regions was then partially cured in an oven (60 °C, 30 min) or on a hot plate (110 °C, 15 s) to prevent flow due to capillary forces in subsequent steps of stamp fabrication. Next, precision translation and rotation stages and imaging setups were used to contact the prefabricated rectangular post and backing layer with the PDMS precursor in these rectangular trenches, in a co-centered alignment. The combined structure was then cured at 70 °C for >1 h to form strong bonding between the post and the pad. Peeling the integrated structure away from the template completed the fabrication. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) provide scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of pedestal stamps with 50 and 40 μm thick posts, respectively, both with square cross sections (the stamp with 50 μm thick post exhibits slight bowing in the pad, likely due to residual stresses that result from the curing procedures). In Figure 1(c), the pedestal stamp holds a 100 μm × 100 μm square, 10 μm thick silicon platelet, after retrieval from a donor substrate.

The geometries of both the central post and pad have significant influence on the mechanics and resulting adhesive behavior. To quantify the differences for various pedestal designs, a custom setup, described previously, was used to measure pull-off forces of the stamp from a flat silicon surface, under vertical loads. The system utilizes a precision load cell (Transducer Techniques, GSO-10) mounted to motorized rotation and x-, y-translation stages to provide precise alignment between the load cell and the stamp, the latter of which mounts on an independent z-stage. For each of the pedestal geometries considered, the contact pad dimensions were fixed (100 μm × 100 μm × 15 μm) while the rectangular post region linking the pad to the backing layer (Fig. 2(a)) varied in lateral dimensions from 50 to 100 μm; the contact areas were the same for all stamps. The results, then, provide insight into the role of the post in concentrating stresses away from the perimeter of pad.

In the testing, a stamp was first brought into contact with a piece of silicon wafer (~3 mm × 3 mm) connected to the load cell, with a desired applied force (i.e., preload). The stamp was allowed to relax for 5 s while maintaining the compression and then retracted at a fixed velocity. From the recorded force-displacement curves, a maximum pull-off force could be determined, corresponding to the peak value of adhesion for a particular velocity. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the velocity-dependent behavior of the pull-off forces for stamps having central posts with several different lateral dimensions. In the case of posts with widths of 60, 80, and 100 μm, there is a monotonic increase in pull-off force with delamination velocity, consistent with viscoelastic behavior reported for stamps having rectangular surface relief. The similar behaviors in these cases suggest that separation between the stamp and silicon surface is dominated by non-specific van der Waals forces, typical of rate-dependent adhesives like PDMS. Visualization of the stamp at separation with a high-speed camera shows that peeling initiates along one edge of the contact pad and propagates across the stamp/Si interface, consistent with stamps that do not incorporate the pedestal design (e.g., rectangular posts in direct contact with silicon). The results indicate that the central posts in these types of stamps do not sufficiently localize pull-off forces to the center of the contact pad, a condition necessary to initiate interior crack formation. Although the adhesion experiments were conducted against a bare silicon wafer, similar effects of pedestal design on adhesion enhancement are expected with other materials since the geometrical parameters rather than surface chemistry determine the physics.

For a pedestal stamp with a post width of 50 μm, the pull-off behaviors are qualitatively different from those with larger posts. In this case, the stamp shows strong pull-off forces at low delamination velocities, reaching a maximum peak around 5 μm/s and then slowly declining to an approximately constant value. Visualization of the stamp under these slower unloading conditions indicates that peeling...
initiates at the center of the contact pad, near the region of the central post, and then propagates outward towards the perimeter, terminating ultimately with complete separation of the stamp and substrate. During retraction, the pad and post undergo extensive deformation before separation, with strains of greater than 150% in the post region alone. These large deformations are consistent with the remarkable adhesive enhancements enabled by these designs, corresponding to a 15× increase in pull-off force compared to flat punch geometry (e.g., 100 μm × 100 μm). For some geometries, the low-velocity adhesive forces are so large that they lead to fracture at the point where the central post meets the backing layer, prior any separation at the contact between the pedestal pad and the substrate. This result indicates that the designs presented here could be limited ultimately by the fracture strength of the PDMS, representing an upper limit to the adhesive strength provided by this material. Effects of vacuum suction are too small to account for the adhesion enhancements observed here, as argued in the context of biological adhesives in other reports.

Figure 2(b) shows a magnified region of the measured pull-off forces at low velocities for the four different post widths. Since the material and fabrication methods for all of these cases are the same, the extreme values and different nature of the rate-dependent adhesion are due exclusively to differences in crack initiation and interface separation. By carefully designing the pedestal geometry, stresses can be concentrated to the center of the contact pad, providing a means to drastically increase stamp adhesion without use of complicated surface relief or mechanical loading parameters. We note that the rate-dependent adhesive response of the pedestal geometry with a post width of 50 μm follows trends that are different from those for the flat punch designs and for other related cases.\textsuperscript{14} We speculate that this behavior arises from a complex interaction between the viscoelastic properties of the stamp and the physio-mechanical effects associated with crack initiation in an enclosed region. Further work is needed to establish models that can capture this physics.

The static differences can, on the other hand, be readily understood through three dimensional finite element analysis (3D-FEA) with conditions matched to those used in experiments: pad lateral dimensions of 100 μm × 100 μm, post heights of 50 μm, and an applied normal direction pull-off force, \( F \), of 8 mN. The simulations also used a radius of curvature (≈1 μm) around the perimeter edge of the contact pad, consistent with the experimental observations. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the distribution of normal stress (along the pull-off direction) at the interface between the contact pad and the silicon surface for post widths of 50 μm (a) and 60 μm (b). (c) Interfacial crack tip energy release rates \( G \) versus the post width.

In particular, an infrared (805 nm) laser beam (pulsed at a frequency of 0.2 Hz, with 2.3 ms pulse widths, and peak power of 38 mW) was focused on the pad of a pedestal stamp with an ink on its surface. For the purpose of this demonstration, a 2 × 2 array of silicon chips and InGaN microscale inorganic light emitting diodes (μ-ILEDs) with lateral dimensions of 100 μm × 100 μm and thicknesses of 0.5 μm (silicon) and 5 μm (InGaN) were printed onto a bare silicon wafer. Figure 4(a) shows an SEM image of the results (the μ-ILEDs have square contact pads at opposite corners). To demonstrate that retrieval and printing with a pedestal stamp does not affect performance of the μ-ILED, a probe station was used to operate and characterize a representative device.
of unusual devices represent topics of current work. Possibilities and using the resulting stamps in the fabrication of switchable adhesion through control of peel direction. Exploring these opportunities, for example, might involve posts positioned away from the center of the pedestal pad to provide switchable adhesion, thereby establishing them as design tools for models yielding results that are consistent with experimental observations, thereby establishing them as design tools for models yielding results that are consistent with experimental observations.

Figure 4(b) provides an optical image, while Fig. 4(c) shows the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for such devices before and after printing. The observed current densities are comparable to related devices described in the literature. In summary, the work presented here describes a strategy for greatly increasing the adhesion strength in stamps designed for transfer printing. Finite element mechanics models yield results that are consistent with experimental observation, thereby establishing them as design tools for examining more complex geometries. An interesting opportunity, for example, might involve posts positioned away from the center of the pedestal pad to provide switchable adhesion through control of peel direction. Exploring these possibilities and using the resulting stamps in the fabrication of unusual devices represent topics of current work.